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2nd : Tasks+Phenomena Scale
Introduction
3rd: Comparison
Industry needs improvements related to:
-The use of sustainable technologies/processes
↓ Capital/Operation cost
-The efficient use of raw materials
↓ Waster generation
-The environmental and life cycle issues
↓ Energy consumption
1st: Unit-Ops+Task scale 
CAPEC
Problem Definition: Find intensified process design
options for the production of DMC by minimizing the 
objective function:
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Multi-level Framework
Concepts
Base Case Design: Consists of 5 unit operations: 1 reactor 
and 4 distillation columns.
Sustainability Analysis: Consists of 5 unit operations: 1 
reactor and 4 distillation columns.
Process Analysis (e.g.): Thermodynamic insights
Identification of PBBs
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